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36 . V. Shapiro and D. L. Vossler

1. MOTIVATION

More than a decade has passed since Requicha’s landmark paper [191 on
theory and methods for representations of rigid homogeneous solids. During
this time, boundary representations (b-reps) and constructive solid geometry
(CSG) have become the two most widely used representation schemes in solid
modeling. But the state of the representation conversion technology has
prevented development of true dual representation modeling systems. In
particular, whereas the problem of computing a b-rep from a CSG representa-
tion is relatively well understood [22], the inverse problem of b-rep + CSG
conversion has not been systematically studied until recently. In addition to
being a major handicap in advancing the architecture of modern solid model-
ing systems [16], the b-rep + CSG conversion process is of significant theo-
retical interest and has important implications for a number of related
problems, such as CSG minimization.

The importance of the conversion problem, earlier results, and related
literature have been discussed extensively in [25] and [27], where the solu-
tion to the general b-rep ~ CSG conversion for a solid S has been first
suggested. In [27] we used this approach to solve the b-rep ~ CSG conversion
problem for a large class of two-dimensional solids. 1 The conversion proce-
dure roughly consists of the following steps:

(1) Induce a set H~ of natural half-spaces associated with the boundary dS
of a solid S. The natural half-spaces in H6 partition the Euclidean space
into a number of open connected “cells.” All cells fall into one of two
categories: those that are inside solid S and those that are outside of S. If
CSG representations of (closures of) all cells inside S are known, then
their union is a valid (though probably inefficient) CSG representation of
S. Thus, the shaded two-dimensional solid in Figure 1 is a union of the
closures of the three two-dimensional cells: Cl ~, Czz, and C’l I.

(2) Unfortunately, some cells inside S may not admit any CSG representa-
tion using natural half-spaces H~ of S. In Figure 1 any CSG representa-
tion using half-spaces hl and hz that “covers” cell Czz also covers cell
Clz. Similarly, cell Cl~ cannot be represented in isolation from cell Cza.
Since Cl~ and Clz are outside the solid, it follows that S cannot be
represented by CSG on h, and h ~ alone. Thus, we may have to construct
a set of additional half-spaces that “separate” some cells inside S from
those outside of S. Such half-spaces are called separating half-spaces, or
simply separators. A set H, of separating half-spaces is sufficient if solid
S can be represented by some CSG representation on H = H. U H~. For
example, separating half-space g in Figure 2 separates cells C22, C13
from cells Cla and C12, respectively, thus allowing CSG representation
of s.

‘Solidity is a topological property relative to the topology of a universal set, More specifically, in
this paper a solid is a set of points in Ed that is compact, regular, and semianalytic; such sets
are often called r-sets [18, 20]. A two-dimensional solid is an r-set in E 2.
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Fig. 1. Shaded solid is a union of three cells:
Cl,, Cjz, and Cl:}. Cells Cjz and Cl:) do not
admit any CSG representations with half-
spaces h, and hz.

Fig. 2. Addition of separating half-space
g allows CSG representation of .S using
half-spaces h], hz, g.

(3) If a sufficient set of half-spaces is known, we compute the decomposition
of the Euclidean space and identify the cells inside S. The union of CSG
representations of closures of these cells is a unique canonical CSG
representation of S. Details of construction and optimization of resulting
CSG representations are discussed at length in our earlier papers
[25, 27].

Construction of a sufficient set of separators (step (2) above) is the single
most difficult task that in many ways determines the success and practicality
of the conversion. In what follows, we formalize the above notions of cells,
separation, and separators, and examine separation techniques that have
allowed us to implement an experimental b-rep ~ CSG conversion system for
three-dimensional solids bounded by quadric surfaces (though some results
apply to more general solids as well). Specifically:

—In Section 3.3 we study the constraints on the degree of separating
half-spaces; we show in Section 3.4 that a set of linear separators (whose
boundaries are planes) exists for any solid S whose boundary JS contains
only planar edges.

—A sufficient set of linear separators is constructed in Section 3.5 for solids
whose faces lie in convex surfaces and intersect on planar edges.

ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 12, Nn. 1, tJanuary 1993.



38 . V. Shapiro and D. L, Vossler

—We apply these results to solids bounded by quadric surfaces in Section 4.
It is shown that a sufficient set of linear separating half-spaces exists for
any solid bounded by general quadric surfaces. Specific constructions are
discussed for several common situations.

This paper is a revised version of an earlier technical report [26]. It focuses
primarily on separation in the three-dimensional Euclidean space E3, but
also uses two-dimensional examples to convey the main ideas. Accordingly, it
is often more convenient to discuss situations in a general d-dimensional
Euclidean space E ‘, bearing in mind that the statements apply equally well
in commonly encountered two- and three-dimensional cases. The next section
summarizes background material on the b-rep + CSG conversion problem as
formulated in [25] and [27]. The presentation is somewhat modified to reflect
the results in [24], but is consistent with the earlier formulations.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Boundary and CSG Representations of Solids

Rigid homogeneous solids may be modeled by sets of points in Ed that are
compact, regular and semianalytic; such sets are called “r-sets” [18, 20]. The
boundary c?S defines S completely and unambiguously in the following sense
[18]: (1) Complement of the boundary, – dS, is a disconnected subset of Ed;
and (2) interior iS and exterior eS are unions of some connected components
of – as.

The b-rep of a solid S is essentially a representation of dS. Comprehensive
surveys of properties and different types of b-reps, including historical back-
ground, can be found in recent books on solid modeling [9, 13]. Typically, a
b-rep of a three-dimensional solid S is a collection of closed two-dimensional
sets called faces Qi; that is,

(?S= (JQl,

Faces in dS may not be disjoint but may intersect on edges, which we assume
to be connected one-dimensional sets. 2 Similarly, edges E& may intersect
only at vertices. An edge Ek may have two vertices or no vertices.

Each face Q, is a subset of a set ( fi = O), where ~i(x, y, z) is a real analytic
(or algebraic) function. A half-space hi is induced from (or associated with) a
face Q, as

h,+ {pIf,(p) zO) -(fi~O).

The half-spaces induced from a b-rep of S are called natural half-spaces of S.
Note that half-spaces need not be regular or connected sets.

Properties of CSG representations are summarized in [21]. Central to CSG
are notions of closed-set regularity and regularization relative to the topology

~vanou~ types of faces are considered in [28]; for our purposes, the particular tYW of b-rep is ‘ot

important, as long as it specifies exactly all surfaces containing the faces of S.
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of the Euclidean space. Regularization of a set X is defined by ki X, where k
and i denote, respectively, operations of closure and interior. Regularized set
operations f?, U*, and –’ are defined by regularizing the results of the
corresponding standard set operations and have the effect of always produc-
ing homogeneously “solid” sets, Properties of closed regular sets have been
studied in [12], [ 15], and [20], and are well understood.

It is important to distinguish between a solid S and its CSG representa-
tions. A CSG representation @ of a solid S is a syntactic expression con-
structed using regularized set operations on a set of half-spaces [21]. We
write S = I@I to denote the fact that @ represents set S. For example, the
shaded solid in Figure 2 can be represented by CSG as

S=l[gn* (h, u*h2)] U’(hl n“h, )l,

but many other CSG representations using half-spaces {h,, h ~, g) are also
possible.

2.2 Describability

Given a finite set H = {h,, . . ., h ~) of half-spaces, with every half-space h,
defined as ( ~ > O), an infinite number of CSG representations can be con-
structed, but they represent at most a finite number of distinct closed regular
sets S. The set of all such sets is a finite Boolean algebra with operations n*,

U*, and –*. Accordingly, each such set S can be represented by a unique
disjunctive canonical CSG representation as

.
s= u Ilk ,

k

where 11k is a canonical intersection term defined by

Ilk =x, n* . n*~,,, X,c{(f, >o), (f, <o)). (1)

The interior of every set IIIhIdefines a set of all points in the space that have
identical classification (in or out) with respect to all of the half-spaces in H.
In other words,

illlkl =y, n ““ nyn, y,={(fl >o), (f,<o)]. (2)

If H is a set of n algebraic half-spaces of degree k, it follows from the results
of [81 that the partition {1H k1} of the d-dimensional space Ed has at most
( 1 + nk )’i distinct nonempty elements. Therefore, at most 2(1 ‘ nk” distinct
sets can be represented by CSG expressions on H.

Note that the interior of a set Inh I in eq. (2) need not be connected. For
example, Figure 3b shows four connected components of a canonical intersec-
tion term using the three half-spaces in Figure 3a. Thus, we write

(3)

where C,h are connected open three-dimensional components of the interior
of 11I~1.For brevity, we will abuse the language and refer to the components
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Fig. 3. Separation of half-spaces for describability of solids. (a) Three half-spaces are solid
spheres and exteriors of the two cylinders c1 and C2. (b) Canonical intersection term s n * c, n *C2
has four connected components that are not describable in isolation. (c) A single component is
describable when additional separating half-spaces are constructed. (d) A slight rotation of the
cylinder C2 changes the number of connected components.

of a canonical intersection term, but note that a connected set [II ~I can
contain more than one component Cj~. For example, a 2° rotation of one of the
cylinders in Figure 3a results in a canonical intersection term shown in
Figure 3d; it consists of the two connected subsets, but has three components,
according to our definition. The number of all distinct components Cj~ can be
much larger than the number of canonical intersection terms, but is bounded
by (2nh )z~ +1, for n algebraic half-spaces of degree h in Ed [6].3

Suppose that solid S is represented by a b-rep and that H~ is a set of all
natural half-spaces induced from the b-rep. As Figures 1 and 3 demonstrate,
components of some canonical intersection terms II ~ (using half-spaces in
H~ ) may be separated by the boundary dS: some of its components are in the
interior i S, whereas others are in the exterior eS. In this case, there does not
exist any CSG representation of S using only half-spaces from Hb. In other
words, S is not describable by H~. For example, components in Figure 3b and
d are not describable in isolation from each other. More generally, the

3These estimates on size of partitions {1H~ I) and (C,~ ) are rather conservative, and tighter
bounds are known in many special cases.
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following theorem states the necessary and sufficient conditions for a solid S
to be describable by a set of half-spaces:

THEOREM1 (Describability Theorem [25]). Given a set H = (hl, . . . . h,) of
halfispaces such that ~S z t)h, u . . . u dh”, solid S is describable by H if and
only if ( iff ) all components CJh of every canonical intersection term ~ ~ have
the same classification with respect to S.

The components CJk can classify as either in S (i.e., CJ~ c iS) or out of S
(i.e., C,,k c eS ). If components of every H~ have the same classification with
respect to S, the set H is sufficient for CSG representation of S. Otherwise,
additional half-spaces must be constructed that separate the components C’lh
into distinct intersection terms.

2.3 Separation Issues

We define two distinct points a, b E E d to be separated by a half-space

g = ( f z 0) iff f(a) + 0, f(b) # 0, and sign[ f(a)] + sign[ f(b)]. TWO disjoint
point sets A and B are separated by a family of half-spaces G = {g, ) iff, for
all a G A, b G B, there exists a half-space g, ● G such that a and b are
separated by g,.

Using these definitions, two distinct components A and B are separated by
a set of half-spaces H iff A and B are not components of the same canonical
intersection term 11~. The describability theorem states that a sufficient set
of separators must separate any component inside S from those outside of S.

A sufficient set of separators exists for any semialgebraic set S and can be
computed, at least in principle, using techniques based on cylindrical alge-
braic decomposition [2], [3]. (Examples and various properties of separators
are also discussed in [25]. ) Algebraic techniques result in a large number of
separators of a degree much higher than that of the natural half-spaces, and
no such practical algorithms are available. It appears that many situations
in solid modeling may not require the full power of algebraic methods.

The two-dimensional solid in Figure 2 is describable by the two natural
half-spaces h, and h ~ and a single separating half-space g. Similarly, Figure
3C shows that a single linear half-space is sufficient to describe one of the
components in Figure 3b. The separation of components in Figure 3d appears
significantly more difficult, though it should be noted that separating half-
spaces may intersect the components they separate. Basically, at least three
separation strategies can be identified [25]:

(1) Global separation. The idea is simple: Construct a set of separating
half-spaces H. such that euery canonical intersection term 11~ in the
decomposition of Ed by H~ U H. represents a single component. The
cylindrical algebraic decomposition can achieve this. But this expensive
construction is excessive and unnecessary, since only some of the compo-
nents need to be separated.

(2) Test-based separation. Alternatively, one could compute all pairs of
components that must be separated for S to be describable, and use this
information to construct necessary separators, perhaps by adding sepa-
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rating half-spaces incrementally, until the conditions of the describability
theorem are satisfied. To use this strategy, we must first compute the
boundaries of components to be separated and then use various planning
algorithms. Such an approach may lead to difficult problems similar to
those in motion planning.

(3) Boundary-based separation. Recall that we only need to separate compo-
nents inside S from components outside of S. This observation suggests
that the boundary of a solid can be used to guide the required separation,
hopefully producing a sufficient Z7g that is much smaller than the one
resulting from the global separation. With this strategy, the aim is to
construct a sufficient set of separators a priori, based on various topologi-
cal and geometric properties of solids.

With any strategy, the computed set of separators is likely to contain some
that are not necessary for describability of a given solid S. Elimination of
unnecessary separators and minimization of the remaining set of separators
are also discussed in [25] and [27].

In this paper we focus on the boundary-based strategy for constructing a
sufficient set of separators, which seems a pragmatic alternative to the
algebraic and test-based planning methods. We have already used this ap-
proach successfully in [27] to solve the conversion problem for a large class of
two-dimensional solids. For example, let S be a two-dimensional solid with
“faces” that are curved arcs, with each arc being a subset of a curve of a
constant curvature sign. Figure 4a shows a planar solid S represented by
its boundary. But S is not describable by 11 because several pairs of two-
dimensional components must be separated (e.g., those containing points
Pz and p4, and PI and p3). Figure 4b shows that the set G = {gl, gz, g~, g,J
of linear separators associated with the chords of dS is sufficient for CSG
representation of S. Indeed, S is describable by H u G, since no other pairs
of components need to be separated. We have shown in [27] that for such
solids the set of linear half-spaces associated with the arc chords is always
sufficient.

Recent results in [24] allow us to generalize this result to higher dimen-
sions (in Theorems 3 and 5), but we will see below that the general separa-
tion problem in Es is much more difficult.

3. MAIN RESULTS

3.1 Nature of the Results

In this section we focus on separation in three dimensions, but most state-
ments (with obvious modifications) apply in two dimensions as well. The
discussion is self-contained, and only basic geometric modeling background is
needed to understand the implications of the presented results for b-rep ~
CSG conversion. On the other hand, to appreciate our arguments fully, one
also needs to know a number of facts from algebraic and differential geometry
and topology. A comprehensive summary of these subjects is beyond the goals
of thie paper; all of the necessary material and a wealth of additional
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Fig. 4. Boundary-based separation for two-dimensional solids. (a) S is not describable by H,
because several pairs of two-dimensional components (marked by points) must be separated. (b)
Boundary-based separation by G = (g,, . . . . gi). Not all g,s are necessary.

information can be found in the references [4, 7, 10, 11, 14]. Broadly, there
are two types of results:

(1) Sections 3.3 and 3.4 focus on existence, properties, and limitations of
separators. Consider two components A and B of the same canonical
intersection term 1]~, with A c iS and B c eS. When A and B are far
apart, it is always possible, at least in principle, to construct a piecewise
linear surface passing between A and B. Itis easy to show that the linear
half-spaces induced from this surface will separate all points of A from
all points in B. As A and B get closer, the required number of planes in
the surface may grow arbitrarily large, and construction of such a poly-
hedral surface becomes more and more difficult. But no matter how close
A and B are, they are always on different sides of the boundary dS. It is
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not surprising then to see in Section 3.3 that the type of surfaces and
edges used in the b-rep of S has a direct relationship to the type of
required separators. In particular, we show in Section 3.4 that a sufficient
set of linear separators (whose boundaries are planes) exists for any solid
whose faces are bounded by planar edges.

In Section 3.5 we completely solve the separation problem for a limited
class of solids. Specifically, when all faces of the b-rep lie in convex
surfaces and are bounded by planar curves, we show that it is easy to
construct a sufficient set of O(n) linear separators.

3.2 Separation on a Path

One way to see if two points a and b are separated by a half-space h - (f ~ O)
is to trace a path from a to b and to count how many times the real function
f changes its sign. Only if this number is odd, the points a and b are
separated by h. We make repeated use of this observation; but first, it needs
to be made precise using terminology and the results in [7].

Formally, a path ab is a continuous map a : [0,1] + Ed such that a(0) = a
and a(1) = b. Consider a (d – 1)-dimensional set X such that its comple-
ment –X is a disconnected subset of Ed, and two points a, b @ X. By
definition, path ab and X have complementary dimensions, since dim(ab) +
dim X = d. Assuming that ab and X intersect transversally in the topologi-
cal sense,4 ab n X is a finite set of points. The number of such intersection
points moduIo 2 is called the mod 2 intersection number of path ab with
respect to X and is denoted by Iz( ab, X). Figure 5 illustrates these concepts
in two dimensions. Here, one-dimensional set X partitions the rest of the
plane E2 into two parts; it is impossible to get from one part to another
without crossing X an odd number of times.

Suppose now that we are given a solid S with boundary dS and n
half-spaces hi - ( f’l z O), i = 1,. ... n. We make several observations:

—For every pair of points a = iS, b G eS, and any transversal path ab,
12(ab, dS) = 1.

—Points a, b @ (L = O) are separated by a half-space hi iff 12(ab, ( L = O)) =
1, whenever an arbitrary path ab and set (f, = O) intersect transversally.

—For any two points a and b, all paths ab are equivalent in the sense of
having the same intersection numbers Z2(ab, 7S) and 12(ab, ( L = O)).

On the other hand, some paths can be more accommodating than others. For
example, straight lines are convenient because the degree of a polynomial fi
determines the maximum number of times an arbitrary line can intersect the
set (L = O). In particular, suppose that ( ~i = O) is a hyperplane and that ab
is a line segment connecting points a, b @ ( fi = O). The points a and b are
separated by hi iff the line segment ab intersects the hyperplane. This
property of linear half-spaces makes them very attractive for separation
properties.

4Intuitively, this means that at every point of ab n X the sum of tangent spaces of ab and X
span Ed. Sard’s theorem implies that almost all intersections are transversal [7].
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x-6?4 “ fab~=

Fig. 5. Any transversal path ab intersects
X at an odd number of ~ints; that is,

‘ ‘w “

We suggested above that, as A and B get closer, it may become more
difticult to separate them using linear separators alone. But, if the bound-
aries of A and B overlap, linear separators may not exist at all. The result in
the next section places specific limitations on the possible degree of separa-
tors.

3.3 Degree of Separators in E3

We say that two sets A and B touch each other if $A n dB # 0. Components
A and B of the same canonical intersection term ITh cannot touch along a
two-dimensional surface, because they would be separated by the half-space
associated with the surface. Thus, if A and B touch each other, they must do
so at a finite set of points or along some curve.

If c is a point where A and B touch, every neighborhood of c contains
points a ~ A and b G B. Hence, the boundary of any half-space separating
points of A and B in the vicinity of c must contain the point c. Suppose now
that A and B touch along a curve C that is formed by an intersection of some
two surfaces. It follows that C must lie entirely in the boundary of any
separator. The degree’s of the intersection curve C’ places the lower bound on
the degree of any such separator,

THEOREM 2. Let H be a set of half-spaces of degree k, and let components A
and B of the same canonical intersection term 11~ touch along a curve C,
formed by intersection of two half-spaces in H. Then the degree of C
is < kz/2.

PROOF. By assumption, the neighborhood of any point c G C must contain

points a = A and b = B. Pick such points a and b, and consider the path
acb. C is an intersection of two surfaces U and V of degree k, and by
assumption, a and b are not separated by half-spaces associated with U and
V. Hence, perturbing the path ah we get a transversal intersection of ab and
U (or V) such that Zz(ab, U) = Zz(ab, V) = O. In other words, U and V each
intersects the path acb at the point c with even multiplicity (see Figure 6).
But then U and V intersect along the curve C with even multiplicity. By
Bezout’s theorem, the product of the degree and the multiplicity of the
intersection of U and V cannot be greater than the product deg( U ) deg(V ).
Hence, the degree of C is less than or equal to deg(U ) degi V )/2 = k ‘/2 (see
[ 11] for a discussion of Bezout’s theorem). ❑

‘Here, by degree of the curve C we mean the degree of the real irreducible algebraic variety W
containing C [ 11]. Intuitively, deg(W ) is the number of times W can he intersected by a
hyperplane.
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Whenever two components A and B of the same canonical intersection
term touch along an edge in the boundary dS of a solid S, Theorem 2 can be
used to estimate the lowest possible degree of the required separator. Specifi-
cally, since U and V intersect along C with even multiplicity m > 1, .?7and V
intersect with Gm -1 continuity along C [5]. Any half-space locally separating
points of A and B must contain C and must intersect both U and V along C
either transversally or with an odd multiplicity greater than one. Since the
degree of U and V is k and the degree of C could be as high as k 2/2, the
degree of the required separating half-space maybe z k/2.

It is now clear that solids whose boundaries contain nonplanar edges may
require nonlinear separators in the vicinity of such edges. Once the separa-
tion in the vicinity of the edges is achieved, a sufllcient set of linear separa-
tors can be found, at least in principle.

3.4 The Case of Planar Edges

We now restrict ourselves to solids whose boundary contains only planar
edges,G that is, every edge lies in some plane, and show that a sufficient set of
linear separators exists for any such S. The following result is the key to the
corresponding boundary-based construction:

THEOREM3 (Face Separation [24]). Let S be a solid, {Q,} a set effaces in
13S, and Hb = {hi} a set of natural half-spaces induced from these faces.
Suppose that the interior of every face Q, is separated from the rest of the
half-space surface, Ri E dh, – Qi, by a family of linear half-spaces Gi (i, e.,
for all g = Gi, dg is a hyperplane). Then S is describable by H~ U H. with
H, = Ui Gi.

~OoF. Consider any two components A G iS and B c eS in the decom-
position of space by Hh that are not separated by H~. It is always possible to
pick two points a = A, b = B, such that the line segment ab intersects dS
and c?hi, i= l,..., n, transversally and does not cross any edges. Then
Z2(ab, dS) = 1, which implies that there exists a face Qi that is intersected by
ab an odd number of times. By assumption, a and b are not separated by
hi E H~, the natural half-space induced from Qi; hence, 12(ab, c?hi) = O, and
ab intersects dhi an even number of times. Thus, the segment ab intersects

‘Note that in two dimensions, “faces” are one-dimensional curve segments, and “edges” corre-
spond to vertices, which are always “planar.”
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both the interior of Q, and R, = dh, – Q,. But the interior of Q, and R, are
separated by a family of linear half-spaces Gi, and so ab must intersect the
planar boundary of some separator in Gi. It follows that a and b are also
separated by G,. Hence, any two components A ~ i S and B g eS are
separated by either H~ or H,, = IJ, G,. By the describability theorem, S is
describable by H~ U H.. ❑

The assumption that G, is a set of linear separators is crucial to the proof,
because a surface (g = O) associated with a nonlinear half-space g G G, could
be intersected by the line segment ab more than once. Thus, the conditions of
the face separation theorem require that all faces Q, intersect on planar
edges. For every such face Q,, there exists some polyhedral (piecewise linear)
surface passing through its edges, and so the interior of Q, can be separated
from the rest of the surface at least in principle. We conclude the following:

COtW)M.MW 4. For any solid S whose boundary aS contains only planar
edges, there exists a sufficient set of linear separators.

In two dimensions, a sufllcient set of linear separators exists for any solid.
Although planarity of edges is a significant limitation for three-dimensional
solids, there are many geometric objects that naturally satisfy this require-
ment (e.g., it is true by construction in [17] and [23]). Finally, the conditions
in Theorem 3 are suf%cient but not necessary for the describability of solid S.

3.5 Convex Half-Spaces

We now assume that the boundary of a solid dS contains only planar edges
and give a sufllcient construction required by Theorem 3 in a restricted but
common situation. Specifically, suppose that every natural half-space h, = H*
is a convex set. Well-known theorems in differential geometry state various
sufficient conditions on ~h, (such theorems often go by the name of the
Hadamard theorem and its various generalizations [4, p. 387]). For example,
h, is a convex three-dimensional set whenever dh, is a connected surface
whose Gaussian (total) curvature k 2 0 and k > 0 for at least one point
p G dh,. We call h, a convex half-space and r?h, a convex surface (or curve).
If a face Q is a subset of a convex surface and is bounded by m planar edges,
the straightforward construction described below separates the interior points
of Q from the rest of the surface using only 0(m) linear separators.

First, consider a simply connected (without holes) face Q. Recall that faces
and edges of a solid S are topological p-dimensional polyhedra [ 18], with

p = 2 and P = 1, respectively. In other words, for any face or edge X there
exists a triangulation (K, ~) of X, where K is an abstract p-dimensional
simplicial complex and where @ is a homomorphism with X = @(K).

The boundary of Q is a loop of m edges that is topologically a one-
dimensional simplicial complex L containing m l-simplixes (refer to Figure
7). IL can be also viewed as a graph (a cycle) with m nodes that can be easily
triangulated in many different ways. As a result, we obtain a two-dimen-
sional complex K,, containing m – 2 triangles (2-simplices). Now define a
map @O that embeds every 2-simplex in KO as a planar triangle v<vlv~ in E3
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Fig. 7. Construction of a loop tria-
ngulation (Ko, @o) for a face Q. Each
2-simplex in K. is embedded in E3 as
a planar triangle through some ver-
tices of the face Q.
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t \

@

Ko

~ triangu~te*

through some three vertices of the face Q (Figure 7). We call the pair (Ko, #o)
a loop triangulation of the face Q.

Informally, construction of a loop triangulation of Q amounts to subdivid-
ing the set of vertices of Q into adjacent triples and associating a planar
triangle with every triple of vertices. Note that the planar triangle vi~v~
cannot intersect the surface dh anywhere except at the three vertices,
because dh is a convex surface, but different triangles could penetrate each
other. Thus, 4.( KO) is a piecewise linear triangulated surface with possible
self-intersections, constructed by unioning all the planar triangles in the loop
triangulation. As Figure 7 illustrates, loop triangulations are easy to con-
struct by picking any vertex on the face Q and by traversing the vertices of Q
along the loop, taking three vertices at a time.

By assumption, every edge of Q lies in some plane. In addition, each
triangle in a loop triangulation defines a plane through some three vertices of
the face Q. Every plane defined by an edge or a triple of vertices is a
boundary of a linear half-space g. Let G denote the collection of all such
linear half-spaces for a given face Q. We now prove that G separates the
interior of Q from the rest of the surface containing Q (just as required by
the conditions of Theorem 3).

THEOREM 5. Suppose that h is a convex half-space, a simply connected face
Q c dh is bounded by n planar edges, and (Ko, q%IO)is a loop triangulation of
Q. Let G be the set of linear half-spaces associated with the set of planes:
(1) containing euery curued edge of Q, and (2) containing every triangle in
4.( KO). Then G separates the interior of Q from the rest of the surface
R=dh– Q.

PROOF. If the number of edges m s 2, the proof is trivial. So assume that
m z 3. Let ( KI, @~) be a triangulation of the face Q, as shown in Figure 8.
Each planar segment bounded by a curved edge Ei and a chord Vivj can also
be triangulated. So let ( Kz, @z) be a triangulation of the union of all such
planar segments; that is, &(Kz ) is a union of all such planar segments on
the face Q. Let us “glue” the three abstract complexes K., K1, K2 into a
single abstract complex K by requiring that simplixes x = y whenever
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Fig. K Proof of Theorem 5: Construction of an abstract closed two-dimensional simplicial
surface.

4,( x) = 4,( y), i #j, i, j = 0,1,2 (Figure 8). By construction, K is an abstract
closed surface or a 2-manifold [10]. We now construct an immersion7 @:
K ~ E:~,

(
h(x)> if X=KO,

@(x) = 4,(X), if X=K1,

42(X)! if X=KZ,

that partitions E:s into a finite number of connected components
(Cl, C,, . . . . Ck). Intuitively, 4(x) is a possibly self-intersecting surface “glued”
from the three pieces: the original face Q = VI(K1 ), the union of all planar
triangles in the loop triangulation @O(KO), and the union of all planar
segments bounded by edges and their respective chords *Z( Kz ). It is impor-
tant that all points of O.( KO) and #z( Kz ) lie in the planes through the edges
of Q or triplets of vertices of Q, as assumed in the theorem hypothesis. We
now show that the union @O(KO) u @z(Kz) is a polyhedral surface that
separates the interior of Q from the rest of the surface R.

Consider two arbitrary points q in the interior of Q and r E R. We argue
that the straight-line segment @ must intersect the surface L(K) at some
point x lying in one of the constructed planes. Since h is a convex set, the
line segment ~ is completely contained in h and intersects ;h only at the
points q and r. Thus, there exists a point q‘ = h lying on ~ in the
neighborhood of the point q (see Figure 9). Consider the path q ‘qr, where qr

‘A continuous map @ of a manifold into Euclidean space is a topological immersion if each point
of the manifold has a neighborhood mapped homeomorphically onto its image by v [ 14].
Intuitively, it means that the image is allowed to have “self-intersections.”
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Face Q
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..”

Fig. 9. Proof of Theorem 5: Line segment ~ ,,..’
must intersect one of the constructed planes. .;

,..’ ...”

,..”

r

is any path restricted to the surface dh and intersecting some edge E, of Q
an odd number of times. The path q‘ qr also intersects the plane through E,
and the surface V(K) every time it intersects Ei. Furthermore, this path
cannot intersect v(K) anywhere else, because +(K) n R = 0. It follows that
points q‘ and r belong to different connected components C, and Cj. Hence,
the straight-line segment q ‘r must intersect the surface +(K) at some point
x lying between q and r, but x cannot be a point on the face Q. Therefore,
x 6 O.( Ko) or x ~ 42(K2 ), and so x must lie on one of the defined planes.
Thus, q and r (and, therefore, the interior of Q and R) are separated by one
of the linear half-spaces in G. ❑

Theorem 5 generalizes to faces with holes in a straightforward fashion.
Suppose H is a hole (i.e., part of the surface ~h) in the face Q satisfying the
conditions of Theorem 5. Using the theorem, we separate the interior of H
from the rest of the surface dh – H and, hence, from the face Q itself. Thus,
every loop of edges on the face Q can be treated independently from other
loops. Repeating the separation for every loop of edges on the face Q, we
obtain a set of linear separators that is sufficient to separate the interior of Q
from the rest of the surfaces dh – Q.

To summarize, given a solid S such that all n faces in its b-rep lie in
convex surfaces and all edges lie in planar curves, Theorem 5 specifies how to
construct a stilcient set of 0(n) separators. Namely, this set includes all
linear half-spaces induced from all curved planar edges and all loop triangu-
lations in the b-rep of S. Since the interiors of all faces are separated from
the rest the surfaces containing them, S is describable by the face separation
Theorem 3.

As a final note, consider how these results reduce to two-dimensional
solids. Convex surfaces in E 3 become convex edges in E 2, and the require-
ment of planar edges in E3 is always satisfied in E2. An edge loop in E3
reduces to a pair of vertices, and the simplest loop triangulation corresponds
to putting the chord between them. These are exactly the assumptions and
the method of separation employed in [27].

4. SEPARATION FOR SOLIDS BOUNDED BY QUADRIC SURFACES

Let S be a three-dimensional solid, such that the set of natural half-spaces
H~ induced from dS contains at most quadric half-spaces; that is, boundary
fib, of every hi = H~ is a polynomial surface ( ~i = O) of at most the second
degree. We now apply the results of the last section to such solids.
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If components A and B of the same canonical intersection term 11~ do not
touch at all or touch at a finite set of points, a polyhedral surface P can be
constructed, at least in principle, such that any line segment ah, a = A,
b = 23 would intersect P, In either case, there exists a set of linear half-spaces
(whose boundaries are planes defining P) that separate A and B. The only
other possible situation arises when components A and B touch along a
curve C. Then the boundary of any half-space separating A and B must
contain the curve C. But Theorem 2 implies that the degree of such a curve C
is at most k2/2 = 2, since k = 2. Therefore, C is a planar curve, and the
plane containing C is the boundary of a linear half-space separating points of
A and B in the neighborhood of points on C. Thus, under all conditions, the
following must be true:

THEOREM 6. Let S be a solid, and let Hh be a set of quadric half-spaces
induced from dS. There exists a finite set of linear separators H,, such that S
is describable by H = Hh u H,.

On the other hand, the number of needed linear separators can grow
arbitrarily large, and the construction of such a set H, of linear separators
can be dificult. Below, we briefly describe some constructions that were
useful in our implementations.

When the boundary JS of a solid S contains only planar edges lying in
quadric surfaces, the face separation Theorem 3 states that a sufficient set of
linear separators may be constructed by separating the interior of every face
Q, in dS from the rest of the quadric surface ~h, – Q,. In particular, the
techniques described in Theorem 5 could be used, but they require h, to be a
convex set. Clearly, some of the quadric half-spaces are not convex.

But hyperboloid of one sheet and hyperbolic paraboloid are the only two
quadric surfaces with the negative Gaussian curvature. For the rest of the
quadric surfaces, the Gaussian curvature is greater or equal to zero, and
their connected sheets bound convex subsets of E~. Thus, the construction of
Theorem 5 can be applied, once such components are separated by an
additional set of half-spaces. The two sheets of a quadric ~hl are easily
separated by a linear half-space associated with one of the principal planes
of the quadric surface ~h,. Principal planes of a quadric ,?h, are also its
planes of symmetry and can be determined by a simple procedure involv-
ing not much more than finding the roots of a characteristic cubic equation
[29, p. 79].

Suppose now that JS contains a nonplanar edge Ej. Theorem 2 implies
that no components A and B of any canonical intersection term [1~ can
touch along E,, and so it should be “easy” to separate such A and B. But,
because the boundaries i)A and JB can be arbitrarily close to each other, this
is not a simple task. It may be difllcult to construct a sufficient set of
separators a priori, without computing I?A and dB. Nor can we use the face
separation Theorem 3, because the interior of a face Q, bounded by nonpla-
nar edges cannot be separated by a set of linear separators (since edges must
lie in the boundaries of separators).
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assembly and the computed CSG representations.

On the other hand, the conditions of Theorem 3 are stronger than neces-

sary: The face Qi need only be separated from some subset of the remaining
surface l?i. Observe that whenever the interior of Qi is separated from some

subset of Ri by linear half-spaces, all edges of Q are also separated from the
subset by the same linear separators. Even though the reverse statement is

not true in general, this observation suggests that separating every edge from

the rest of the intersection curve may be a reasonable heuristic approach to
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Table I. Current State of Boundary-Based Separation

Half-space Half-space Half-space Edge Linear Construction
domain convexity connected? type separators known?

Linear Convex Yes Line segments None required

Quadrics Convex Yes Planar Yes (4)’ Yes (5)

Nonplanar Yes (6) No

Nonconvex One-sheet Planar Yes (4) Yes (5)
Nonplanar Yes (6) No

Two-sheet Planar Yes (4) Yes (5)
Nonplanar Yes (6) No

General Convex Yes Planar Yes (4) Yes (5)
Nonplanar No (2) No

Nonconvex No Planar Yes(4) Limited (3)
Nonplanar No (2) No

a The number in parentheses refers to the respective theorem or corollary in this paper.

separation. This observation seems to be supported by our experiments
involving general second-degree surfaces.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has considered the construction of separating half-spaces for
b-rep ~ CSG conversion, which is the single most difficult step in performing
the conversion. Other aspects of b-rep + CSG conversion, including optimiza-
tion of the resulting CSG representations, are discussed in [25] and [27]. The
collection of the results presented in these three papers has allowed a
successful implementation of an experimental b-rep ~ CSG conversion sys-
tem that converts natural quadric b-reps in ParasolidTM to ef%cient CSG
representations in PADL-2 [ 1]. A C-clamp assembly, shown in Figure 10, is a
simple example computed by the system.

Our experience indicates that the heuristic constructions work well for
boundary-based separation, because we aim to construct a sufficient set of
separators that may be larger than necessary. Given a sufficient set, a
nonunique necessary set can be computed as described in [25] and [27].
Computing a minimum set of separators remains an open issue.

The determination of a sufficient and reasonable set of separators in the
presence of nonplanar edges is another issue that needs to be resolved. The
use of algebraic methods for this purpose remains to be explored. The current
methods would significantly raise both the number and the degree of the
separators. In contrast, our results suggest that, if H~ is a set of n natural
half-spaces of degree k, it is likely that there exists a suf%cient set of 0( n )
separators of degree > k/2.

Construction of separators has to be studied in a particular setting. Table I
summarizes the current state of proven separation techniques. The number
of different b-rep systems is large and is continuing to grow. In view of our
results, it may be reasonable to ask which of these b-reps are better suited for
dual-representation systems. For example, planar edges and associated lin-
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ear separators appear by construction in many piecewise algebraic surfaces
[17], [23].
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